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Background & IntroductonBackground & Introducton
Operatng Theatre (OT) Circulatng Nurses are highly trained manpower 
that is critcal part of surgical teams. However, they can spend up to 20% 
of their tme searching and fetching sterile surgical instruments from and 
around the OTs. 

These highly trained and specialized nurses may have their manpower 
wasted on these repettve manual tasks and a soluton is needed to 
reduce the inefciency. The use of Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV) is 
recommended in reducing this manpower wastage. 

Aim 
The objectve of this project is to fnd the optmal AGV docking locaton 
and optmal scenario: number of AGVs and AGV restocking frequency 
based on three criterias:

1) AGVs utlisaton rate*
- How ofen AGVs are used to serve the ad-hoc requests

2) Cost per AGV fulflment* 
- Total cost of AGVs / Total number of ad-hoc request fulflled by AGVs

3) Breakeven period*
Time taken for the monetary benefts from AGVs to surpass the cost of AGVs

● Step 1: Using relevant data such as OT layout and frequencies for each ad-
hoc instrument type requested by each theatre, the simulaton model was 
constructed. The number of yearly ad-hoc request is estmated to be 
23,003 requests (assuming that daily request frequency follows normal 
distributon with mean and standard deviaton of 36 and 5 minutes) 

● Step 2: The developed model deployed to simulate 40 diferent scenarios 
(2-5 no. of AGVs & 1-10 tmes per day restocking frequency) and obtained 
AGV utlisaton rate for each case. Lifecycle cost analysis of AGVs was 
carried out to compute the cost per AGV fulflment and AGVs cost 
breakeven period as well.

● Step 3: The optmal soluton was found based on the three criteria
1) At least 90% AGV utlisaton rate.  
2) Lowest cost per AGV fulflment.
3) Shortest breakeven period.

● Step 4: Using the best scenario, the model was fied with four diferent 
docking locatons (Top right, boiom right, top lef, boiom lef). The 
optmal locaton is identfed by shortest average travelling tme of AGVs.

Results

Methodology

With the simulaton model, diferent scenarios were considered to fnd optmal soluton. Using the three criteria, the optmal number of AGVs and 
restocking frequency is 2 and 10 tmes per day respectvely. The optmal docking locaton should be at the top right of the OT foor plan. 

The relatonship of AGV utlizaton rate against restocking frequency and number of AGVs can be described by the following equaton: 
Utlisaton Rate = 10.88 + 58.16lg(AGV) + 64.28lg(freq), 
which can give a predicton of adjusted AGV number or restocking frequency if in future there is any change in AGV or manpower arrangement.

Conclusion

The scenario of 2 AGVs & 10 tmes per day restocking frequency 
(highlighted in yellow) is the optmal soluton. It has the utlisaton rate of 
94.1%, the lowest cost per AGV fulflment and shortest breakeven period.

For docking locaton, the optmal locaton is top right which is also the 
current locaton.
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